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CENTER FOR CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS

DEVELOPING
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
THE PRODUCT FLEXIBILITY OF TRESPA® METEON ® PANELS HELPED THE
ARCHITECT’S TEAM OVERCOME BUDGET OBSTACLES BY PROPOSING USING
ONLY TWO PANEL COLORS, BUT ROTATING THOSE PANELS NINETY OR ONE
HUNDRED AND EIGHTY DEGREES TO OFFER THE ILLUSION OF A MULTITUDE
OF COLORS WHEN EXPOSED TO THE REFLECTION OF SUNLIGHT.

A museum that tells the continuing story
of the American Civil Rights Movement
warranted a unique, intriguing design.
Architect Phil Freelon headed the
culture-rooted project, along with HOK,
creating what is now the newest attraction
in Atlanta.

Trials and tribulations began back in 2008
during fundraising attempts for the new
building. The economic recession put a
damper on expected financial support
forcing the architects to rethink his original
design. Initially the plan, which included a
design modeled after interlocking arms, had
to be redesigned and scaled back to nearly
half the size.

THE RIGHT MATERIAL

The curved walls of the Center required the
architects to brainstorm for engineering solutions
that would accomodate the shape. Trespa®
Meteon® panels were just the solution they were
looking for. Trespa® Meteon® Metallics feature
a directional colored surface and special effects
which can be created by installing these panels
with random orientation. Also, Trespa offers a
very large maximum sheet size (7’ x 14’), which
helped keep budget costs in check. Trespa®
Meteon® panels’ design flexibility, large panel sizes

and vast selection of colors made it the perfect
exterior cladding choice for this stunning project.
A SHOWPIECE FOR ATLANTA

After years of planning, the Center for Civil and
Human Rights opened on June 23, 2014. The
three-story building is a work of art and tells
the legacy of civil rights around the world. The
exterior walls mimic a set of interlocking hands
while the various neutral-colored Trespa® Meteon®
panels that resemble human flesh tones. The
vision behind the shape and color choices was to

“ We chose the Trespa® Meteon® product because of its flexibility,
durability and its ability to create a dynamic multi-faceted
appearance that matched the building’s design geometry, further
enforcing the Center’s value and purpose.”
- Marc Johnson, Associate and Project Architect, HOK

represent many people of different races coming
together in support of a common cause: civil and
human rights.
The curved design concept continues inside the
43,000 square foot Center with large, curved
rooms, mood lighting and an intentional color
scheme to match each exhibit individually.
Visitors can’t help but feel emotion during their
visit, from extreme sorrow to uplifting inspiration.
The building is designed to provoke specific
feelings that parallel with the exhibit’s content.

The curved rooms surround visitors with civil
and human rights history, and the accompanying
sound bytes are chilling to listen to, while
walking through each room. The front façade of
the building features floor to ceiling windows,
providing extraordinary light. A tour through the
Center is an emotionally evoking experience.
Located in Atlanta, the Center for Civil and
Human Rights is a mere two miles from the
Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historic Site and
directly adjacent to the Coca Cola Museum.
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DISCLAIMER
GENERAL

These terms apply to the use of this document and
such use automatically means that the other party
agrees to these terms. The information provided
by Trespa International B.V. (“Trespa”) in this
document is solely indicative. Trespa is unable
to warrant the accuracy and completeness of this
information. Trespa may change the information
included in this document at any time and without
further notice. Trespa’s customers and third
parties must ascertain that they have the most
recent document (for the most recent version,
please consult: www.trespa.com). No rights can
be derived from the information provided; the
use of the information is at the other party’s risk
and responsibility. Trespa does not warrant that
the information in this document is suitable
for the purpose for which it is consulted by the
other party. This document does not contain any
design, structural calculation, estimate or other
warranty or representation that customers and
third parties may rely on. This document does
not guarantee any properties of Trespa products.
Colors used in Trespa’s communications (including
but not limited to printed matter) and in samples
of Trespa’s products may differ from the colors
of the Trespa products to be supplied. Samples
are not intended for use in product tests and are
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not representative of characteristics of the Trespa
products. Trespa’s products and samples are
produced within the specified color tolerances and
the colors (of production batches) may differ, even
if the same color is used. The viewing angle also
influences the color perception. Metallics panels
feature a surface whose color appears to change
based on the direction from which it is viewed. The
specified color stability and color specifications
relate only to the decorative surface of the Trespa
products, not to the core material and samples of
the Trespa products. Trespa products are delivered
ex-works with straight, sawn sides. Customers
and third parties must have a professional adviser
inform them about (the suitability of) the Trespa
products for all desired applications and about
applicable laws and regulations. Trespa does not
warrant the above. The most recent version of
the current delivery program and the Material
Properties Datasheet can be found at www.trespa.
info. Only the information in the most recent and
valid Material Properties Datasheet should be
used to select and provide advice regarding Trespa
products. Trespa reserves the right to change (the
specifications for) its products without prior notice.
LIABILITY

Trespa is not liable (neither contractual nor
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non-contractual) for any damage arising from or
related to the use of this document, except if and to
the extent that such damage is the result of willful
misconduct or gross negligence on the part of
Trespa and/or its management. The limitation of
liability applies to all parties affiliated with Trespa,
including but not limited to its officers, directors,
employees, affiliated enterprises, suppliers,
distributors, agents, and representatives.

com/documentation. A copy of these general
conditions of sale will be provided free of charge
on request. All general terms and conditions other
than the conditions mentioned above are dismissed
and do not apply, regardless of whether such terms
and conditions are referred to on requests for
offers, offer confirmations, stationery and/or other
documents of the other party, even if Trespa does
not expressly object to such terms and conditions

GENERAL CONDITIONS

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

All oral and written statements, offers, quotations,
sales, supplies, deliveries and/or agreements
and all related activities of Trespa are governed
by the Trespa General Terms and Conditions
of Sale (Algemene verkoopvoorwaarden Trespa
International B.V.) filed with the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry for Noord- en MiddenLimburg in Venlo (NL) on 11 April 2007 under
number 24270677, which can be found on and
downloaded from the Trespa website, www.
trespa.com/documentation. All oral and written
statements, offers, quotations, sales, supplies,
deliveries and/or agreements and all related work
of Trespa North America, Ltd. are governed by
the Trespa North America General Terms and
Conditions of Sale, which can be found on and
downloaded from the Trespa website, www.trespa.

All intellectual property rights and other rights
regarding the content of this document (including
logos, text and photographs) are owned by Trespa
and/or its licensors. Any use of the content of this
document, including distribution, reproduction,
disclosure, storage in an automated data file or the
dispatch of such a file without Trespa’s prior written
consent is explicitly prohibited. ® Trespa, Meteon,
Athlon, TopLab, TopLabPLUS, TopLabECO-FIBRE,
Virtuon, Izeon, Volkern, Trespa Essentials and
Mystic Metallics are registered trademarks of
Trespa.
QUESTIONS

Should you have any questions or comments,
please do not hesitate to contact Trespa.

